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Project Management Maturity & ROI by Dr. Young Hoon Kwak
Current Status of Project
Management

market situation, and top
management’s commi t ment. Although it is not
clear how much PM should
be injected into a company,
project managers nonetheless agree on the benefits of
applying PM tools and
techniques. Some of the
benefits include fulfilling
customer satisfaction, meeting quality standards and
improving organizational
effectiveness.
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The Need to Measure Project
Management Maturity
Corporate executives want to
know what benefits PM will
provide them. They demand a
better understanding of the relationship between PM maturity and the value of the co mpany in the business environment. Managers who try to
promote PM must convince
executives that implementing
PM is a worthwhile investment. However, management
usually has trouble providing
benefits and paybacks from
PM investment with our current knowledge.
The Software Engineering Institute (SEI) has developed the
Capability Maturity Model
(CMM) for software development that describes the key
elements of an effective software process. The CMM can
be used for software process
improvement, process assessments, and software capability
evaluations. It has been applied widely to evaluate an organization’s capability to perform software engineering
contracts successfully.
The Project Management
Process Maturity (PM)2
Model was developed by the
Berkeley Research Team to
blend the concept of PM life
cycle and software development processes. This model
provides an improved yardstick for determining and assessing an organization’s cur(Continued on page 3)
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Letter from the President
In March, Marina Spence, VP -& Director of Programs and I attended the
PMI’s Leadership conference. We met
over 300 PMI leaders from around the
nation and the world. In the past, other
PMINYC Board members have attended these informative forums. At
these sessions component leaders network and share best practices, participate in educational sessions and conduct business meetings including strategic breakout discussions. With the
events in NYC, there is an increasing
level of both national and international
recognition and interest in our chapter.
This month PMI’s Board of Directors
representing a membership that is approaching 100,000 will meet with the
PMINYC Board. The PMI’s Board
meets in various worldwide locations
for the purpose of developing and
maintaining close, positive relationships with key internal stakeholders. In
order to demonstrate their support for
NYC and the members of area chap-

ters, it was unanimously agreed upon to
meet in NYC. In addition, at the end of
the month, we will be participating in a
gathering with the leadership from all of
the New York State chapters. Richard
Fisher, Director of Membership will represent us at the NY State meeting. Both
of these meetings will provide an opportunity to informally meet and discuss opportunities and issues facing the Institute and
the project management profession.

PM talent is always on tap including Dr.
Kerzner at the end of the month. Our
Governance Committee is making steady
progress and will provide the structure
for strategic growth. PMINYC is not
just about attending presentations; you
can go up and down the street for that, it
is about networking and shaping our PM
profession and community. Please continue to be an active member in our
growing PMINYC family.

PMINYC is quickly approaching its 300th
PMP and our website now gets thousands
of hits a month. By providing diversified
programs, we have increased our membership involvement by 100%. World class

Sincerely,
Andrew Gerson, PMP
PMINYC Chapter President

PROJECT IMPACT A market-driven cross-industry networking event and exposition designed to serve the needs of project professionals, process re-design experts,
product development leaders and executives. Implement a process that links projects to
strategy for continual growth, competitive edge, customer satisfaction and increased
ROI. Whether you are new to project management, an experienced veteran or executive management, this event offers unparalleled learning, best practice sharing, products
and resources that can help you right now with the challenges you are facing in today’s
economic climate. Visit www.iir-projectimpact.com to learn more.
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ity, time -to-market and overall efficiency and effectiveness.
This model also provides benefits to strategic planning teams
who plan and implement PM practices in the entire organization to achieve and maintain competitive edge. By comparing
PM practices to similar or different industries, managers can
2
The (PM) Model has already been applied in a nationwide asses s the current PM level of their own organization and of
study by the Project Management Institute’s Educational Foun- the competition and set more realistic goals for achieving a
dation back in 1997 [Benefits of Project Management by Ibbs more appropriate level of PM sophistication.
and Kwak, 1997]. The study proves that the (PM)2 model has Other unique features of the (PM)2 Model includes;
shown to be very effective in measuring PM maturity of diffe r• Financial effectiveness is measured by retrieving and anaent organizations and industries. Furthermore, the study’s
lyzing actual financial information related to PM
method, results, findings and recommendations were widely
• Relationships between PM effectiveness and project percommented upon and had a significant impact on the Project
formance (i.e., schedule, cost, quality) are sought, and
Management community.
• Return on Investment of PM (PM/ROI) are derived to
Benefits of Measuring Project Management Maturity
measure and forecast the potential benefits of PM investThe (PM)2 Model provides an independent reference point on
ment
best PM practices and skills. Understanding what level of sophistication is appropriate for a specific project or environment An attempt to calculate PM/ROI will assist managers to deterwill provide greater insight into appropriate levels of PM use. mine required future investments to achieve any specific level
Executives will even be able to determine the necessary prac- of PM maturity. An organization’s PM Maturity level and actices for achieving a fully project-driven organization. By pre- tual project cost and schedule performance data are correlated
senting relationships between PM practices and project per- based on the collected information. These relationships are
formance, it may help convince top management that PM is an used to forecast the potential gains possible by moving to a difappropriate management discipline in today’s fast-paced, re- ferent PM Maturity Level. This information would be very
source-limited, and highly competitive environment. The bene- helpful to managers who are struggling to calculate a budget to
fits to companies will be the promotion of better management improve an organization’s overall PM practices. By collecting
practices and all the traditional benefits that accrue to a better and sharing this information all PM organizations can benefit
managed organization as measured by cost-savings, productiv- and continuously improve their PM practices. This will convince top managers to be aware and invest more on PM practices and tools.
rent level of PM processes and systems throughout any project
life cycle. Based on the (PM)2 Model, an organization’s PM
maturity level can be measured and compared effectively with
various organizations and industries.

For more information or parties interested in future participation contact:
Dr. Young Hoon Kwak
Assistant Professor of Project Management
Department of Management Science
The George Washington University
Washington, DC 20052
E-mail: kwak@gwu.edu
Homepage: http://home.gwu.edu/~kwak

ProjectWorld Boston
May 13-16, 2002
Hynes Convention Center, Boston, MA
10 Interactive Workshops
27 Thought Provoking Conference Sessions
80 Vendor Exhibitors
$1000 an Hour Giveaway!
FREE Admission to Special New England/NY PMI Chapter Party

Earn Up to 30 PDU’s at ProjectWorld Boston!
Special PMI Member Discounts on Conference Registrations!

Call 888 827 6699 or
Go to www.projectworld.com to Register!
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FREE PMP Exam Prep Toolkit ® Download it now from www.cheetahlearning.com
The PMP Exam Prep Toolkit is a unique 24 page handbook filled with highly useful information to coach you through
the certification process from start to finish. The Toolkit includes many valuable insider tips and insights. Best of all,
it’s FREE… And available immediately via download from the Cheetah Learning website.
Visit
www.
cheetahlearning.com to find out why 30,000 professionals in project management have downloaded this toolkit.

Pass The PMP Exam in Five Days -GUARANTEED!
The Accelerated PMP Exam Prep Program is your most time and cost efficient path for exam preparation. Featuring
proven accelerated adult learning techniques; it condenses 180 hours of traditional project management training into
a unique five day learning experience. Candidates take the PMP exam on the last day as part of the course! *This
course satisfies the required 35 hours of project management education that PMI requires to take the exam.

PASS THE PMP EXAM
REGISTER TODAY FOR THE COURSE IN YOUR AREA
New York City May 20 - 24
www.cheetahlearning.com or call 888-659-2013
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Upcoming Programs
April 17th
NYC Chapter Meeting Sponsored by Project World at the Verizon Building, 1095 6th Ave at 42nd Street.
5:30-8:30pm
Pre-Registration "7 Steps to Successful Project Scheduling" presented by Tom Westcott, PMP, President of the Boston Training
Group.
Required
April 22nd
Career Development Network Meeting at the Verizon Building, 1095 6th Ave at 42nd Street.
5:30-8:30pm
Pre-Registration "Market Your Way to Success" presented by Art Feinglass, President of Access Communications Inc. Registration must be completed by Thursday, April 18th at 12 noon.
Required
April 22 - 23

PMINYC PMP Exam Study Course will be held on April 22 and 23rd. Registration is closed

April 24
8:00-9:00am

Breakfast Roundtable: “Global Project Management – Tips and Techniques for a Successful Global Project or
Program”, presented by Lisa Hirsch, Program Manager for the IBM Global American Express Strategic
Outsourcing Account Team . Location: the Canova Deli, 134 West 51st Street between 6 th and 7 th Avenues.

April 29
PMINYC Sponsored Training: Strategic Leadership for Project Management led by Dr. Harold Kerzner.
Pre-Registration
Presented by the International Institute for Learning in association with PMINYC. (See ad on page 8)
Required
May 7-8
"The Politics of IT Project Management", a two-day workshop led by Bill Hagerup is presented by the PMINYC
9:00am-5:00pm
Chapter in association with Ouellette & Associates Consulting, Inc. Fee for PMINYC members is $895. Fee for
Pre-Registration
Non-members is $995. To register contact Ouellette & Associates at (800) 878-4551.
Required

Breakfast Roundtable April 24th 8:00 - 9:00 am at 134 West 51 st Street
“Global Project Management – Tips and Techniques for a Successful Global Project or Program”
Our world is shrinking, or at least it appears to be. Many co mpanies, even the traditional “mom and pop” shops, are finding
value in entering global markets. But how do you insure procedural, operational and technical integrity across the globe?
Simple – by hiring a project manager who understands global
project organization including integrated project management
functions, enablers, and global project management challenges.

Lisa Hirsch is a Program Manager for the portfolio of projects
on the IBM Global American Express Strategic Outsourcing
Account Team. The team is responsible for the IT infrastructure operations and the management of all projects and programs implemented by American Express globally.

Lisa has 15 years experience as an IT professional. Her experience includes banking, finance, brokerage, telecommunications,
Our April 24 Breakfast Roundtable focuses on “Global Project
health care, insurance, distribution and the retail indusManagement – Tips and Techniques for a Successful Global
tries. Lisa is an IBM Certified Executive Project Manager
Project or Program.” Our presenter, Lisa Hirsch, will provide
(CEPM), Project Management Professional (PMP), and an IBM
insight on how to:
Certified Executive Consultant (CEC).
• Set expectations and facilitate buy-in
• Identify a global project approach
The Roundtable will be held on Wednesday, April 24th , from 8• Explain a common framework for decision making
9 a.m. at the Canova Deli, 134 West 51st Street between 6th and
7th Avenues. No pre -registration is required. The Roundtable
and global project management
• Identify an active leadership team required for global is open to both PMI members and non-members at no charge.
If you are a PMP, you will receive 1 PDU when you attend.
project coordination and transition
• Compare global vs. domestic program management
If you have questions about the Roundtable, please direct them
challenges
to Cynthia Simeone, PMINYC’s Breakfast Roundtable Program
• Identify the “Master Eight Checklist” to insure sucManager at cynthiasimeone@hotmail.com
cessful global projects
th

Julio Bucatinsky can help you individually and confidentially to deal with political, organizational and other
people-related project management challenges right now,
or can help you prepare for anticipated challenges in the
future.. He is a project management coach and organization development consultant. He teaches at the graduate
school of business administration at Fordham University,
and was a product manager and a consultant for 26 years
with IBM.
Julio.Bucatinsky@verizon.net

917-834-1138.

50 Brompton Road, Suite 3R
Great Neck, NY 11021

All articles are printed with the permission of the author. The views expressed in this newsletter are not necessarily those of PMI,
PMI-NYC or the Board of Directors. Please direct comments to the Editor, Laurence Gagler, at LaurenceGagler@att.net.

